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1. About this document
These Oncra Guidelines are the accounting rulebook for the Oncra Open Natural
Carbon Removal Accounting Platform stewarded by Climate Cleanup Foundation and hosted
online at oncra.org. It contains the main definitions, rationale, norms, methods and
procedures. A version control section can be found at the end of this document.

2. What is Oncra?
For thousands of climate entrepreneurs developing nature based solutions, Oncra is
the world’s go to carbon accounting platform that quantifies and verifies carbon removal
with natural methods. Oncra is radically open source and builds trust through peer review. It
pools project data, rendering the accounting process efficient as well as effective for
innovation, as it is free for small and medium size enterprises. Oncra, a cooperatively owned
Software as a Service, thus enables distributive scaling in carbon removal towards gigaton
scale. Oncra thus aligns itself with the actual climate crisis.

3. Who are the carbon innovators / removers?
Carbon Innovators, also called removers, are social entrepreneurs who (further)
develop nature based methods for removing and storing carbon from the oceans and
atmosphere. These methods are found in four realms: on land, in oceans, with rocks and
human constructions. The innovators are for example seaweed farmers, carbon farmers
growing construction crops, builders using bio-based construction materials, and
entrepreneurs developing enhanced rock weathering processes.

4. Is Oncra another standard?
No, Oncra is rather a ‘standard of standards’, a framework facilitating removers and
buyers while combining the best and most effective carbon accounting practises. Oncra is
being developed by removers, a bank and regional governments collaborating in Climate
Cleanup Foundation, because all the elements for truly holistic accounting for nature based
solutions seemed to be there, but no one seemed to connect the dots in an open, transparent
peer-driven and entrepreneur/remover centred way.

5. What are Carbon Removal Certificates?
Carbon Removal Certificates (CRCs) are documents providing proof for actual carbon
sequestration. All carbon certificates are different, and some are more different than others.
CRCs are carbon certificates tied to actual removals from the atmosphere (or oceans). Each
CRC represents a ton of carbon dioxide that is both removed and stored for at least 100
years (or corrected for this timescale).
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6. What are Nature Based Solutions?
Nature based Solutions (NbS) use human-enhanced natural processes to both
restore nature and remove and store carbon dioxide. NbS include carbon farming including
construction crops like bamboo, seaweed cultivation, rock weathering, mangrove restoration,
reforestation, and many more (see e.g. here). NbS help us solve both the climate and
extinction crises, as they remove carbon while preserving biodiversity.

7. Why is it open source?
In carbon accounting land, methods (the rules) are often open source but the actual
calculation models are mostly not. Because of this, it is hard to get trustworthy estimations
and calculations on for example how much carbon your average bamboo forest or seaweed
plant will store. Most experts do not have real incentives to pool, disclose and share data.
Also farmers might be reluctant to share data related to their business plan. Oncra radically
opens and shares all data, unless it is very clearly endangering business models; in that case
we anonymise data points. In the climate crisis, sharing this data is of the utmost
importance. We take an example in Volvo, who at some point opened their patent for car
seatbelts, or Tesla, who shared IP for their electric cars. If you are in a boat which is sinking,
and you have the design for a better lifeboat, it’s better for everyone to share that design, as
soon as possible.

Figure 1. Carbon accounting systems diagram.
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8. How does Oncra work?
Oncra operates in three functional units: Quantification, Verification and Certification.

Figure 2. Oncra verification process schema.
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1. Quantification
How is the carbon removal calculated / predicted? Oncra starts from
open models, in essence Excel sheets, curated in an open model repository.
Peer review rounds are organised on a regular basis, and all publications allow
direct comments for improvements visible for all, directly in the documents.
In the model, ISO and EN certified baseline data must be entered, to be
delivered by the remover with the use of certified lab facilities. Preliminary data can
be used, resulting in a reduced TRL level assessment (see below). Raw data is
meticulously kept and stewarded, as these data points (like soil measurements) are
the fundamental asset.

2. Verification
How do we guarantee that removal is and stays real? Oncra acts like
journalists, asking the who-where-what-when-how questions. Who owns the physical
place where the carbon is removed? Where is that place, how big is it? What practises
for removal are used? What’s the time frame? How is long term storage guaranteed?
Rather than using complex procedures, Oncra rests on peer review for data integrity.
Removers are grouped into peer pools, and Oncra reviews one of the projects in the
group at least once in every year. If one of the projects falls short, all projects in the
group will have to compensate buyers or investors for the loss.

3. Certification
Oncra CRCs are issued as certificates and recorded on a carbon removal
ledger. Oncra uses a very simple ledger on a publicly accessible and sustainable
(Proof of Stake) blockchain, thus offering immutable proof of issuance and
ownership. All transactions of certificate ownership have to be recorded in the Oncra
ledger, if not the Oncra certification status is immediately withdrawn.

4. Built around established norms and methods and norms
Oncra is built around established carbon removal accounting methods, as developed
by trusted parties like Gold Standard, Verra and initiatives like Greenhouse Gas Protocol and
Platform Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF). Methods are considered to be the broad set
of standards defining how to account for emission reductions and removals. As the field of
carbon removal is relatively new, Oncra encourages and supports the quick development of
tailored accounting methods building on the logic and rigour of existing methods. Rather
than developing its proprietary method database, Oncra chooses to embrace existing
methods and simplify the processes around them. To facilitate knowledge development,
Oncra stewards an open model repository and looks out to ecosystem partners in this effort.
ISO norms, set by the International Organization for Standardization in Switzerland
form the basis for rigorous and science based assessments. These include ISO 14064-1 (on
7
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the quantification of greenhouse gas emissions and removals) and ISO 14064-2 (providing
project level guidance) and ISO 14064-3 (on validation and verification). All calculations
must follow full life cycle assessment principles, as specified in ISO norms 14040 and
14044. A systems diagram including boundaries must be specified.

5. Empirical Crediting: Real World Data Principle
Most carbon removal project accounting needs some form of modelling and
interpretation. While these models are never perfect, what we call Real World Datapoints
(RWD) is the closest we can get to actual reality. Technological advantages (satellite, IoT
censoring) using actual data enables empirical crediting. Oncra meticulously records real
world data points, and acquiring these data points must be done by parties and labs
following the above listed international standards and norms. On Soil Organic Carbon levels,
for example, measurements must follow ISO 10694 (dry combustion method) or ISO 14235
(sulfochromic oxidation method), or comparable.

6. Technology Readiness Level (TRL) assessment
Oncra assesses projects on three TRL level tiers, as innovation is currently highly
needed in the natural carbon removal space. The three tiers cover TRLs 1-3 for Research
phase projects, 4-6 for the Development phase, and 7-9 for market ready Integration phase
projects. Removers are free to use data points with a lower margin of certainty, for example
from non ISO certified labs or measurements, however this will result in certification under a
lower TRL level tier. On the Oncra transaction platform a Research CRC is offered at ⅓ of
ETS price, Development at ⅔ and Integration for the full ETS price.

TRL Level tier

TRL 1-3

TRL 4-6

TRL 7-9

Innovation phase

Research

Development

Integration

ETS Price level

30%

60%

100%

Table 1: TRL Tiers with ETS Price Level (% of ETS price).

7. Ex ante innovation certification rules
Ex ante certification enables certification of projects before the carbon has been
actually removed and stored. It is crucial now for the development of Nature based
Solutions, because scaling of verticals towards gigaton removal needs rapid innovation. Ex
ante certification is enabled by two steps: independent ex ante review, and a buffer pool
certificate holding (see article 8.) which will only be released after the removal has been
effected. The ex ante project reviewer must provide a complete, valid and accurate
assessment following IAASB guidelines, delivering a limited assurance level for projects in
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the first two TLR tiers (1-3 and 4-6), while reasonable assurance is required for
implementation of the highest TLR level projects (TRL 7-9).

8. Rigour and speed: sufficient buffer holding pool
Oncra recognises inherent uncertainties in nature based climate solutions, and
related certification. To ensure full integrity and mitigate the risk of reversal (stored carbon
again emitted) and overestimation, without increasing the carbon accounting administrative
burden, a substantial buffer pool is held. The size of the buffer is related to the TRL level, as
indicated below.

TRL Level tier

TRL 1-3

TRL 4-6

TRL 7-9

Innovation phase

Research

Development

Integration

Buffer pool

50%

40%

30%

Table 2: TRL Tiers with buffer pool requirements (% of certificates in holding awaiting final verification).

9. Independent assessments and peer review
Oncra certified projects must be independently reviewed. Models and method
development relies on open peer review. Peer review of models and methods is a necessity
for climate innovation, especially for innovators in nature based carbon removal solutions.
By definition their projects are diverse and small to medium scale, because large scale
monoculture ecosystems (like forests with the same trees) mostly don’t increase
biodiversity and are susceptible to fires, disease and other threats. This is why Oncra builds
trust through open peer review processes, for both calculation models and methods. Project
assessments rely on independently sourced Real World Data points, which are by default
published in our open source repository. Instead of spending money on an ever expanding
and expensive advisory sector we share knowledge and foster trust in a well aligned human
ecosystem.

10.

Transaction Platform and price setting

Oncra features a non-profit transaction platform, that enables removers to sell their
CRSs to buyers, offsetters as well as investors, at a fee covering just the platform costs. The
platform only sells at climate crisis compatible prices: prices that actually cover the costs of
carbon removal with a premium for rapid R&DI. The ETS price is the basis for our Oncra CRC
price, because this is one of the worlds’ major working carbon markets, and prices are most
supportive to Removers. A price bottom is established at an estimated mean actual removal
price, established at €50 in 2022. Buyers and investors are incentivized to support
innovation, as lower tiers offer less certainty but more certificates.
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11.

How do we price the credit to include all systemic benefits?

The climate crisis doesn’t come in isolation; it is a result of humanity’s past
relationship with natural systems. Nature based Solutions are systemic in that they solve the
climate and biodiversity crises at the same time. This ‘multi-potency’ on a systemic level
translates into a host of almost ‘too good to be true’ advantages, as most solutions provide
life supporting services like clean water, habitat, nature parks, clean energy, and materials
actually storing carbon. All these services are reflected in the price of our CRCs.

12.

Who owns Oncra?

Oncra is a social entrepreneurial non-profit cooperative stewarded by removers and
investors, and owned by a public benefit non-profit, Climate Cleanup Foundation,
headquartered in The Netherlands. Removers started Oncra as they experienced a need for
efficient carbon accounting. Investors in removal credits experience the need for trustworthy
assessments. Both groups have an incentive to keep costs low while keeping trust and
efficiency high.

13.

Version control

Version date

Changes

7 Feb 2022

First draft

12 Feb 2022

Added Methods and Norms, Real World Data principle, Ex Ante rules

1 March 2022

Buffer pool updated; 30, 40 and 50% over different TRL tiers

oncra.org
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